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ABSTRACT
In French, modéliste describes a person who makes a toile for a fashion design produced by a
designer at an haute couture or a prêt-à-porter house. A Japanese patternmaker, who is called a
patterner in Japan, uses a basic pattern to make a new pattern based on a drawing by a fashion
designer. The new pattern is made by adjusting the lines of the basic pattern to the desired
shape. To understand the differences between French and Japanese clothing designs, we asked
three French modélistes and four Japanese patterners to make a jacket pattern from the same
design. Their background and working processes were compared and their thinking on stylisme,
consciousness of work, and patternmaking process were investigated. As a result, Japanese
patterners used flat patternmaking method whereas French modélistes draped a body with
fabric. In the compatibility of the designs with different body shapes, the acceptable ranges of
the French modélistes’ patterns were wider than those of the Japanese patterners.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In French haute couture houses, garment design is divided into stylisme and modélisme.
Stylisme describes the professional activity of a styliste who is responsible for both departments.
Modélisme describes the design and production of garment models [1]. The studio department
handles stylisme and the atelier department handles modélisme. In Japan, the corresponding
person to a styliste is called a designer, but their authority differs. In France, a modéliste
performs modélisme, which is to make three-dimensional model of a garment according to the
styliste’s image as shown in sketches or a memo [2-4]. In other words, modélisme is a practice
of producing a representation of a garment (i.e., a “figure” or “shape” model) from the styliste’s
imagination in fabric.
In French, a modéliste describes a person who makes a toile (simple-fitting clothing pinned
together from muslin cloth) for a fashion design produced by a styliste at an haute couture and
a prêt-à-porter house. Modélistes are also responsible for pointing out the difficulty of making
clothing according to the sketch drawn by the styliste. In practice, the styliste and modéliste
collaborate jointly to design the garment [5-7].
In Japan, the work of a French modéliste is performed by a patternmaker, but their roles are
different. A Japanese patternmaker, who is called a patterner, uses a basic pattern to make a
new pattern based on a fashion styliste’s sketch, usually with a plane drawing method. The new
pattern is made by adjusting the lines of a basic pattern to the desired shape.
Different patternmaking methods from Japan, France, and Italy were investigated [8]. The
effect of the different backgrounds of patternmakers on the appearance of the final garments
was shown [9]. In a comparison of commercial Japanese and European jackets, more curved
lines on European jackets were shown [10]. Japanese and Chinese jackets also have different
appearances [11]. Furthermore, even with the same design, an Italian patternmaker made a
more three-dimensional (3D)-shaped jacket pattern than the Japanese patterner did [12, 13].
Thus, Japanese patterners may tend to use a basic pattern to make new straight-line patterns
with model limitations in expressing the figures and shapes of curvaceous human bodies.
However, the differences between French modélistes and Japanese patterners in their practical
patternmaking process, detailed work, and the resulting garment model are unclear.
To clarify the effect of patternmakers’ work on garment modeling, we compared the work
contents and consciousnesses of French modélistes and Japanese patterners. We also examined
the influence of French and Japanese thinking on stylisme, work consciousness, and modeling
methods for garments.
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2.

EXPERIMENTAL

To clarify the difference between Japanese and French modélisme, we asked French
modélistes and Japanese patterners to create patterns and toiles for the same design. After
they completed their work, we compared the resultant patterns, toiles, the working time before
designer’s check, and modification points. We also investigated the relationship between their
working backgrounds.
A jacket with 3D volume (which means that it will be difficult to make a pattern from) was
designed by a professional designer who had worked in both France and Japan. The jacket’s size
and measurements were determined by the designer. Figure 1 and Table 1 show the sketch,
size, and measurements for the designer’s jacket. Four Japanese patterners (J1–J4) and three
French modélistes (F1–F3) were selected for this study. The patterners and modélistes have an
average of 10 to 20 years of work experience in Japan and France, and have never worked with
the designer before this experiment. They were given the design sketches and size
measurements and asked to make patterns and toiles. To evaluate their understanding of the
design, the designer did not check the patterns in the middle of all the processes. Before
starting the patternmaking work, each modéliste and patterner completed a questionnaire
about their work background. The questionnaire topics were as follows: (1) school where they
studied, (2) career, (3) any experience of creating patterns using the draping method, and (4)
any experience of creating patterns using the plane drawing method. The results are shown in
Table 2.
After finishing all patternmaking, we asked the modélistes and patterners about their work
process during this experiment, such as the type of basic pattern used at this time, work process
during this time, and working time for the jacket (each toile, pattern, and modification). We
then compared the toiles. We took photos of the toiles on two bodies: Stockman size 38 (Siegel
& Stockman, France, bust 86.2 cm, waist 67.5 cm, hip 91.0 cm, front waist length [from front
neck point to waistline] 36.5 cm) and Kypris 9AR size (Kiiya Co. Ltd., Japan, bust 85.8 cm, waist
63, hip 91.0 cm, front waist length 33.5 cm). The designer checked neckline curve, width of
collar and lapel, volume of sleeve, waist constriction, volume of peplum, whole balance of the
toiles, and scored each item. We compared the patterns using apparel computer-aided design.

(a) Design sketch

(b) flat drawings

Figure 1: Design sketch and flat drawings
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3.

Bust

Waist

Table 1: Size measurements (French size 38)
Hip
Button size on bodice
Button size on sleeve

87 cm

68 cm

93 cm

Name

School

F1

23 mm

15 mm

Table 2: Work experience of modélistes and patterners
Work experience
Years

Haute couture

Draping

Flat patternmaking

French professional
school

17 years in
France

○

○

○

F2

French professional
school

20 years in
France

○

○

-

F3

French professional
school

26 years in
France

○

○

-

J1

Japanese
professional school

15 years in
Japan

-

○

○

J2

French professional
school

10 years in
Japan

-

-

○

J3

Japanese
professional school

20 years in
Japan

-

○

○

J4

Japanese
professional school

15 years in
Japan

-

-

○

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the toiles on a Stockman body. The toiles created by the modélistes can be
worn by both Stockman and Kypris bodies. However, although the same size (i.e., bust, waist,
and hip sizes) was specified, the toiles created by the patterners could only be worn by Kypris
bodies and were small on Stockman bodies. The sizes for the patterners’ toiles needed to be
corrected, including an increase of 3 cm to 6 cm on bust measurements. In addition, the bodice
length for all patterners’ patterns were short.
The overall measurements were different between the modélistes’ and patterners’ patterns.
The bust, waist, and back length dimensions of modélistes’ patterns were larger, which could be
because of the different size setting of the body and basic pattern used.
Table 3 shows the results of the designer’s evaluation of the toiles and their required
modifications. All of the Japanese patterners had more required modifications than did the
French modélistes.
Concerning the patternmaking method, modélistes used the draping method (only F1 made
sleeves from a sleeve pattern that was close to the design, which she obtained from her
experience) while all patterners made patterns using the flat patternmaking method.
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As for the creation time for the toiles, the work times using the flat patternmaking method
were shorter than those for the draping method except for J3. However, modélistes’ toiles had a
few of the designer’s required modifications in general in contrast to patterners’ toiles.

F1

F2

F3

J1

J2

J3

J4

Figure 2: Comparison of toiles on a Stockman body

Patternmaker

Table 3: Designer’s evaluation of toiles and required modifications
Neckline Width Volume Waist
Volume Whole
Entire
curve
of
of
constriction of
balance evaluation
collar sleeve
peplum
and
lapel

F1
F2

○
×

○
×

△
○

○
○

○
△

○
○

○
△

1
3

F3

○

×

○

○

○

○

△

2

J1

△

△

△

△

△

△

△

6

J2

×

×

△

△

△

×

×

6

J3
J4

×
△

×
○

○
×

○
○

○
○

△
△

△
△

4
3

Evaluative
item

Required
modifications

○: As it is; △: Partial modification is necessary; ×: need to recreate

4.

CONCLUSION

We compared the patterns and toiles for the same jacket design produced by French
modélistes and Japanese patterners. Modélistes’ patterns showed a larger suitable body range
than the patternmakers’ patterns with different bodies. In addition, the back length of the
Japanese patterners’ toile was short compared with the balance of flat drawings, which could
be because of differences in assumed body measurements in both countries. The designer
evaluated French modélistes’ toiles more highly. The draping method was more suitable for
making patterns from a design with 3D volume. The flat patternmaking method had limitations
in making a 3D shape from the design. The results of this study will help the design and
production of ready-made garments.
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